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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
MyPillow guy, Mike Lindell, presenting his Cyber Symposium 4 
August 10-12. The MSM will try to ignore this event and block 5 
Americans from seeing this information. You will need to search 6 
frankspeech.com and register — it's FREE — and you'll be notified 7 
when this event begins. DO IT! 8 
The Communist coup holding the White House is advancing their 9 
agenda by encouraging violence then staging violent events! 10 
Whistleblower from within Dominion reveals truth about Internet 11 
connectivity of the Dominion voting machines — exposes 12 
Dominion deceit and subterfuge. 13 
Arizona election audit update — 14 
Abortion — Mississippi advancing their case to challenge the 15 
essence of Wade—and revelations about baby body part harvesting 16 
going on at the University of Pittsburgh. 17 
And a whole lot of stuff coming down on the pandemic fraud front 18 
— hang on folks. It's time for your BRAIN MASSAGE! 19 
[TRUTH] 20 
The era of FRAUD— election fraud, pandemic fraud, insurrection 21 
fraud, Russia-gate fraud—the FRAUD ERA is about to come to an 22 
end; and it remains to be seen what that END will be. 23 
ELECTION FRAUD: 24 
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MyPillow guy, Mike Lindell, will present his case for foreign 25 
interference and theft of the 2020 election with his Cyber 26 
Symposium August 10-12. 27 
The MSM will try to black out this event and stop Americans from 28 
seeing this information. You will need to search frankspeech.com 29 
and register — it's FREE — and you'll be notified when this event 30 
begins. DO IT! 31 
Rumors percolate in the Q-verse warning the Deep State operatives 32 
in government will move to plunge the entire country into a black 33 
out—some sort of power grid attack or something. 34 
I know they — and by "they" I mean the Communists/Fascists 35 
embedded in our government right now — are in a panic, trying to 36 
figure out what to do to stop the momentum building among 37 
Patriots toward breaking through to the general American public 38 
and exposing their lies.  39 
Nothing frightens them more than the PEOPLE discovering they 40 
stole the election and rising up in mass to ENFORCE a major 41 
correction. And it's not merely the collapse of the coup effort in 42 
Washington DC, it's what exposure means farther down the road. 43 
It's about exposure of their fraud against the American people in 44 
the economy, the border, the pandemic lies, and their TREASON 45 
— and this in order to protect their secrets covering up the really 46 
sick stuff — the Deep State involvement in human trafficking, child 47 
sex trafficking, and then the really sick stuff involving satanic 48 
ritual—the reason they are in such a panic to stop the election theft 49 
from being exposed and reversed — the reason they cannot afford 50 
to RETURN WHAT THEY HAVE STOLEN FROM THE PEOPLE 51 
THE POWER TO CHOOSE THEIR LEADERS — all their SINS 52 
will be told — all the graft, malfeasance, and lies will be exposed.  53 
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Like a virus — they cannot abide the LIGHT! Like the wicked 54 
witch melts in water, the wicked are scorched in LIGHT of 55 
TRUTH. 56 
This is the reason many are watching for the Deep State swamp 57 
monsters to go to extraordinary extremes to protect their secrets. 58 
Mike Lindell is about to expose the foreign interference in our 2020 59 
election. He was being interviewed on CNN — and he noticed that 60 
the reporter seemed deeply concerned about the upcoming event 61 
and Mike asked him if he needed a hug? 62 
Mike's Cyber Symposium scheduled for August 10-12, an 63 
Emergency Broadcast System test is also scheduled for August 11,1 64 
the same day Biden is expected to announce nationwide 65 
LOCKDOWNS.2  What's with August 11? 66 
CDC is claiming to have the power to declare LOCKDOWN for a 67 
medical emergency (I'll speak to the emergency in a bit) — but 68 
since when does the CDC have executive power, and legislative 69 
power in their hands? Will the pretender President declare Martial 70 
Law? He does not have the backing of the American people for any 71 
sort of move like that—chairman of the Joint Chiefs doesn't have 72 
the backing of the military leadership. 73 
Their coup is unraveling. A whistleblower from within Dominion 74 
has stepped forward and given a password to Ron Watkins, and 75 
showed him proof that the Dominion machines are designed to be 76 
connected to the Internet. A bunch of CIA plants are combating 77 
this with posts like, "big deal. We already knew this." It's 78 
information warfare, friend. This IS a big deal! This is exactly the 79 
sort of PROOF Dominion has been attempting to hide from the 80 
American people: the sort of proof that erases plausible deniability. 81 

                                     
1 https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-announces-nationwide-emergency-alerting-test-august-11-2021 
2 https://www.bitchute.com/video/QCFimsbU61O3/?list=notifications&randomize=false 
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As long as the progressive Kool-Aid sippers have any place to hide 82 
from the truth, they will take it. They will dodge into and hide in 83 
any gray area of "reasonable doubt" they can find. They can stare 84 
down the OBVIOUS in defiance so long as they can find any 85 
"plausible" explanation no matter how unreasonable it is to those 86 
whose senses are not dulled by the mind numbing Kool-Aid.  87 
But, this sort of proof cannot be ignored! It closes off all avenues of 88 
escape from the TRUTH. Only those devoted to the evil one can 89 
ignore this light.  90 
Whistleblower from within Dominion uses password to access the 91 
Dominion machine and reveals how Internet connectivity is 92 
achieved — exposes Dominion deceit and subterfuge. This 93 
whistleblower reveals that the machines can actually be turned on 94 
remotely, and manipulated remotely. 95 
Arizona election audit update — we are waiting for the audit 96 
results to come out. As you know, the AZ Senate issued a second 97 
subpoena demanding the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors 98 
surrender the routers and Dominion to surrender the passwords. 99 
The Supervisors has refused, again. And Dominion issued a 100 
statement to the effect they do not recognize the AZ Senate as 101 
having the authority or jurisdiction to demand the passwords.  102 
Jack "SELL-OUT" Sellers represents the first District of Maricopa 103 
County and apparently is the spokesperson for the corrupted 104 
representatives. He scorned the latest AZ subpoena and called on 105 
the Senate to show their hand.  106 
We remember that the Supervisors unwillingly yielded to the audit 107 
in the first place — but they drew the line at yielding the routers. 108 
Apparently, they are willing to live with the fall-out arising from 109 
proof of massive domestic fraud, perpetrated by others, like by 110 
dead people, or some others—they might even have already 111 
identified the scape-goats they will throw under the bus—while 112 
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they hide behind plausible deniability they had any intent to 113 
defraud—perhaps expecting to weather the political storm of 114 
charges of incompetence, dereliction of duty, failure to do due 115 
diligence, and so on. But the routers will prove treason—and that's 116 
something they are not willing to face. The routers will prove the 117 
machines were connected to the Internet, that the Supervisors 118 
knew this, and hid it, and actually facilitated it, and that the CCP 119 
used that connectivity to interfere with our election and that the 120 
CCP paid these Supervisors — perhaps through Zuckerberg 121 
donations to them. 122 
Yep! We now know that Zuckerberg funneled 3 million dollars to 123 
Maricopa County through one of his charity fronts and the AZ 124 
Senate has recently announced an audit of that money is 125 
forthcoming. 126 
Senator Kelly Townsend requested and the Attorney General of 127 
Arizona agreed to pursue the audit. If the Maricopa County 128 
Supervisors refuse to comply with the audit, they will be 129 
committing a crime—but, as we have already seen, they are not, 130 
apparently, within the reach of Arizona law; so, we'll see. 131 
Senator Townsend is asking the auditor general to investigate how 132 
the money was used to educate voters to sign up and request an 133 
early ballot, and how much was used for this purpose. She wants to 134 
know how much, if any of the money was spent on personnel. She 135 
wants details on their recruitment of workers, where the 136 
recruitment was targeted, and what criteria were used for selection. 137 
She wants to know where advertisements were placed, and so forth. 138 
She wants details on how the Secretary of State invested these 139 
monies to combat so-called "misinformation" and 140 
"disinformation." She wants to know what services they used, what 141 
information was disseminated, and where. Also, how much was 142 
spent. 143 
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She wants to know what private monies were accepted by other 144 
counties, and what it was spent on. And she wants a look into the 145 
acquisition process by which the Dominion voting systems were 146 
acquired in Maricopa County. 147 
She wants the details of the lease agreement, minutes from all 148 
meetings, what if any public input was allowed, what security and 149 
or technical analysis was done. 150 
All of these concerns arise from suspicious behavior and activity on 151 
the part of the Supervisors and Secretary of State and Governor 152 
Ducey. Particularly concerning is the fact that we know the 153 
Secretary of State had to certify use of these machines, and the 154 
Equipment Certification Advisory Committee conducted the 155 
ONLY publicly available review of Dominion. Anti-Trump and 156 
ANTIFA apologist Dominion executive Eric Coomer led the two 157 
sales demos—and there was no formal Committee-driven technical 158 
analysis done to support the State certification decision. No reports 159 
were produced relating to any examination of the suitability of 160 
these machines. The only thing available to the public was the 161 
meeting minutes of the sales demos.  162 
And so all the known Dominion security concerns were ignored; 163 
they were not even discussed. The sorts of things that caused Texas 164 
to reject use of the Dominion machines were accepted without 165 
question by Arizona. Get this! In the AZ Secretary of State October 166 
29 meeting, Coomer explains that the login for adjudication is set 167 
up so that there is only one login necessary for all adjudicators. 168 
This means there is no tracing any adjudication back to any 169 
particular adjudicator. Maricopa County CHOSE not to have full 170 
traceability and chain of custody—which would have required each 171 
adjudicator to login individually during the election. 172 
Another alert that something is wrong arose when it was 173 
discovered that Dominion did not maintain the standard "arms-174 
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length" distance from security concerns—that is usually left to the 175 
County and Dominion stays out of that.  176 
Finally, on the day before Early Voting began, on October 6, 2020, 177 
Maricopa County published a video called "Vote Centers: Inside 178 
Look" and in it the Dominion voting machines were displayed with 179 
USB ports open and unsealed. This was the main security concern 180 
Texas noticed and because Dominion would not seal these ports, 181 
Texas refused to use their machines.3 182 
Okay, looks like I went a bit long — hold on through the break. I'll 183 
be right back. Remember, Mike Lindell will reveal his evidence 184 
proving foreign interference in the theft of the 2020 Election 185 
August 10-12 — go to frankspeech.com to register so you can get 186 
in on this historic event. 187 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 188 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 189 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 190 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 191 
liberty. 192 
We've been repeatedly hearing — actually, for quite a long time. 193 
You might remember a few episodes back I mentioned the seven 194 
Universities that sued CDC for refusing to provide a sample of the 195 
virus, and speculated, out loud their own suspicion it did not exist. 196 
Something got out of the Wuhan lab but those perpetrating this 197 
fraud will fall on their own sword before they let anyone see it 198 
outside of their direct control. 199 
I have here a document from the CDC revealing that because the 200 
CDC did not have an isolate of the virus, they had to create a 201 
facsimile of it by combining human cells with elements of a 202 
common cold virus. This is what they used as the basis for the 203 
COVID test they administered — yeah, here is the documentation 204 
                                     
3 https://djhjmedia.com/steven/az-state-senator-kelly-townsend-successfully-pushes-for-financial-audit-of-zuckerbucks/ 
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for this one.4 They pulled this test from use anticipating the release 205 
of this information. "Gypsies, tramps and thieves …" — move over 206 
my Gypsy friends—you've got competition—"CDC, TRAMPS and 207 
THIEVES …" 208 
Repeated reports that no one has seen an isolate of this virus are 209 
coming forward — this thing is crumbling. 210 
Judicial Watch received over 2k pages of new docs from CDC 211 
which show FB coordinated closely w/the CDC to control the 212 
COVID narrative & “misinformation” — also, more than 3.5 mil. 213 
was provided to the CDC in FREE ADVERTISING by social media 214 
companies.5 More evidence of collusion between the government 215 
and so-called Big Tech social media companies to control what 216 
Americans could say or hear about this COVID conspiracy. By the 217 
way, THIS IS THE DEFINITION OF CONSPIRACY and it's no 218 
theory. 219 
I have five BIG questions for all Kool-Aid drinking liberals: 220 
1. Why did the medical establishment create a faked scientific 221 
study to “prove” Hydroxy was ineffective and even dangerous as a 222 
therapeutic for COVID — when, a. we now know they knew this 223 
was not true; and b. we now know they knew all along that 224 
Hydroxy IS an effective therapeutic if introduced early? Hey, that’s 225 
a huge question, friend. Why isn’t anyone asking that question? 226 
Could it be that if a therapeutic was known to exist, the 227 
government would have NO BASIS to mandate vaccinations? 228 
By the way, Fauci referenced this fake study as support for his 229 
claim that Hydroxy was not a viable therapeutic. Fauci is a phony. 230 

                                     
4 https://naturalnews.com/2021-07-30-cdc-fda-faked-covid-testing-protocol-by-using-human-cells-mixed-with-common-cold-
virus.html 
5 https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/cdc-facebook-covid-
messagging/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=press_release 
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2. If the CDC records are accurate, and the mortality rate for 231 
COVID actually turned out to be nothing more than what we 232 
expect from a flu season—and if when we compare the overall 233 
mortality of 2020 to any of five years prior we see NO 234 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE—why are we responding to this as 235 
if it is the greatest plague to hit in the history of mankind? Are the 236 
CDC records accurate? If they are not, why are we believing them? 237 
If CDC records are accurate, why are we risking lives with an 238 
experimental vaccine for a virus that has turned out to be no more 239 
concerning than a bad flu season? (99.987% recovery from healthy 240 
persons and above 95% for those considered high risk.) Why is this 241 
not being asked repeatedly? 242 
And, why are they pushing a vaccine on children who have from 243 
the beginning been at a virtual zero risk of dying from this disease?  244 
3. If we pulled a vaccine during the swine flu pandemic in 1976 245 
because it was connected with 53 deaths, why is no one concerned 246 
that the COVID vaccines are presently connected with 6,000 247 
deaths? 248 
4. Why have we been pushed into masks, social distancing and 249 
lockdowns when all western medicine has—until COVID—agreed 250 
these things are ineffective to stop the spread of a virus, and have 251 
proven to be in fact harmful instead. Fauci declared his own 252 
understanding of this in emails uncovered, and when he was 253 
caught, and asked about this, he did not point to a study, to any 254 
RCT that proved masks were effective, instead he said he did not 255 
want to encourage a run on face masks at that time because they 256 
were needed for medical personnel. WHAT! He declared himself 257 
to be an arrogant, lying, manipulating deceiver! Or he is covering 258 
up for what really happened. His CCP handlers gave him the word 259 
they wanted to begin conditioning Americans to surrender to 260 
GOVERNMENT CONTROL of their lives. 261 
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They, the American medical establishment, the CDC, the FAUCIS, 262 
NONE OF THEM — no one has provided one single scientific 263 
study supporting this sudden change of consensus regarding 264 
masks, and social distancing? 265 
And yet we are pushing these masks on people, and on children, 266 
and it's a CRIME against HUMANITY! 267 
5. When will people wake up and begin to see that these people are 268 
lying to us. And the huge question is WHY? 269 
Meanwhile, the battle continues. FL continues to LEAD THE 270 
WAY! “FL Board of Education will hold emergency meeting … to 271 
discuss allowing families to take their … education dollars 272 
elsewhere if their public school’s masking rules ‘pose a health or 273 
educational danger to their child.’”6 274 
Here is a teacher telling a third grader she can't wear a mask that 275 
says JESUS LOVES ME on her mask.7  276 
The irrational push to vaccinate all 350 million Americans 277 
continues — Joe recently declared that goal was achieved, but, you 278 
know Joe. Rand Paul is standing for us against the push to create a 279 
no fly list for all the unvaccinated — that is going to damage the 280 
flight industry. Fauci is calling for "measures" to be taken to get 281 
every jabbed. The White House is considering withholding funding 282 
as a way to coerce people to take the shot! This is the craziest thing 283 
I've seen yet — and it's all about to implode. 284 
At the same time, we are pressing forward on the shedding of 285 
innocent blood—which is certainly at the root of our problems in 286 
this country.  287 
Here is an article telling us — Mississippi is advancing their case to 288 
challenge the essence of Wade—and then revelations about baby 289 

                                     
6 842.13.1 
7 https://www.dailysignal.com/2021/07/26/mom-files-lawsuit-after-teacher-tells-third-grader-she-cant-wear-jesus-loves-me-mask/ 
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body part harvesting going on at the University of Pittsburgh. 290 
Yeah, found that in a tweet from Don Jr. and ran it down: 291 
University of Pittsburgh likely harvesting organs from abortion 292 
survivors with quota for racial minorities.8 Donald Trump Jr. said, 293 
“I don’t care if you’re pro-choice or pro-life, if you’re okay with 294 
torturing an unborn baby like this, then you need to seek help 295 
immediately. Everyone involved in this should be behind bars.” 296 
Amen! But so long as truth lay in the street, judgment will turn its 297 
back on us and justice will stand "afar off" — Isaiah 59:14. 298 
What is the answer? Sure, we must fight! But we must fight 299 
surrendered to GOD or we will fail. This passage begins with the 300 
answer to the question why are we in such a case: "Behold, the 301 
LORD's hand is not shortened that it cannot save, neither His ear 302 
heavy, that it cannot HEAR: BUT YOUR INIQUITIES HAVE 303 
SEPARATED BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR GOD, and your sins 304 
have hid his face from you, that He will NOT HEAR." The 305 
indictment follows and the first on the list: "For your hands are 306 
defiled with blood, and your fingers with iniquity; your lips have 307 
spoken lies, your tongue hat muttered perverseness."  308 
The answer to this problem is II Chronicles 7:14. If my people, 309 
which are called by may name, shall humble themselves and pray, 310 
AND SEEK MY FACE, AND TURN FROM THEIR WICKED 311 
WAYS, — then—THEN — will I hear from Heaven, and will 312 
forgive their sins, and will HEAL THEIR LAND." 313 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 314 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 315 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 316 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 317 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 318 

                                     
8 https://www.liveaction.org/news/university-pittsburgh-harvesting-organs-abortion-survivors-minorities/ SEE ALSO: 
https://www.centerformedicalprogress.org/2021/08/breaking-university-of-pittsburgh-admits-hearts-beating-while-harvesting-
aborted-infants-kidneys/ 
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disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 319 
lights off? 320 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 321 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 322 
email. 323 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 324 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 325 
 326 


